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Abstract

This paper presents a novel approach to conducting highly efficient federated learning (FL) over a

massive wireless edge network in which an edge server and numerous mobile devices (clients) would

like to jointly learn a global model without transporting the huge amount of data collected by the

mobile devices to the edge server. The proposed FL is referred to as spatio-temporal FL (STFL), which

is able to jointly exploit the spatial and temporal correlations between the learning updates from different

mobile devices scheduled to join STFL in various training epochs. The STFL model not only considers

a realistic intermittent learning behavior from the edge server to the mobile devices due to data delivery

outage, but also features a mechanism of compensating loss learning updates to mitigate the impacts

from intermittent learning. An analytical framework of STFL is devised and employed to study when

STFL converges and possesses a learning capability and how fast STFL is able to converge. Our findings

are able to clarify how the convergence performance of STFL is related to data delivery outage, effect

of mitigating intermittent learning, and statistical heterogeneity of data in different datasets. They thus

provide some insights into how to ameliorate the learning performances of STFL.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Conventional machine learning techniques typically work in a centralized way, whereby all

clients need to transport the data to a central server to execute learning. Although such centralized

learning techniques are able to quickly achieve the desired learning performance while exploiting
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a large amount of data from clients, they may experience the security risk of transporting privacy-

sensitive data. For example, centralized machine learning may not be appropriate in medical

data analysis since the medical data of patients cannot be shared and transported due to privacy

and security concerns. In addition, implementing centralized machine learning over wireless

networks induces other practical challenges, such as large transmission latency, heavy traffic

load, large resource consumption. For example, mobile devices may consume substantial power

to upload their datasets to the radio access network, which also suffers from long latency. This

is because the backbone networks to the cloud are not optimally designed for delay-sensitive

service [1], [2]. Moreover, the large amounts of wireless data transportation may largely consume

network resources, thereby leading to considerable networking latency. On account of these

issues, federated learning (FL) over wireless communication is attracting attention from both

academia and industry in the recent years.

A. Motivation and Prior Work

The rationale of FL over a wireless network is to let all wireless clients in the wireless network

locally train their local model using their local dataset and then send their locally trained model

to a server for global model aggregation. The server then sends the aggregated model back to all

the wireless clients for the next round training. As the training process of FL between the wireless

clients and the server proceeds, all the locally trained models are expected to gradually converge

to a global model. The study of FL over wireless networks is still in its infancy, yet it can be

roughly categorized into three main directions: over-the-air digital and analog data aggregation,

communication and computation efficiency, privacy and security [3]–[12]. The works in [6], [7]

studied how to perform computation off-loading in FL, whereas problems regarding the reduction

of edge computing and communication efficiency were addressed in [13], [14]. References [9]

and [10], for example, studied how to achieve federated learning through digital and analog

signal combining techniques in wireless channels. References [9] and [10], for example, studied

how to achieve FL through digital and analog signal combining techniques in wireless channels.

Furthermore, some recent works in [19]–[23] showed that there may exist privacy and security

risks in FL due to some validated cases where malicious MDs could extract/infer the confidential

data at other MDs by passively learning the model in FL or they could poison the model in FL

by injecting fake and/or noisy training data into it.




